Focus
- College transition and career life planning
- Intended audience: high school and undecided college students
- No specific theoretical orientation
- Organized to be practical and fun

Background
- No references are included in the text
- Author information unavailable

Content
- Total of 98 pages with black and white illustrations and perforated skills card sorts
- Assignments/Learning Activities
  - 34 brief activates and games to help students gain self and occupations knowledge including Magic Major Formula, Career Survivor, Career Bingo, New Job Mad Lib, Fear Factor, Real Life Budget Sheet
  - Tables/Figures: 3
- Text is broken into four chapters including:
  - Exploring college majors
  - Gaining Self-knowledge Understanding and Organizing Occupations
  - Considering options
  - Making choices
- Integrates 4 main characters and various college decisions with multi-ending situations interwoven throughout the book
- No websites, CACG’s mentioned; No published assessments mentioned

Instructional Support and Cost
- Cost of Book: $41.60
- No instructor’s manual or additional resources available